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About This Content

New mounts, "Black Shadow," "Silver Coat," "Ghost" and "Iron Coat," will become available for use in battle.
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need a better horse? then this DLC is for you!. Kewl looking horses yo!. This pack will give you four pretty manly looking
horses with incredibly high stats. This effectively lets you skip the horse stat grind in the main game. Normally I would oppose
cheat DLC but horse grind in SW4-2 is incredibly pointless and tedious. So this is not really a bad pack if you want to pay for it.
I believe you can unlock a better horse than any of these in the game through challenge mode though.. Kewl looking horses yo!.
This pack will give you four pretty manly looking horses with incredibly high stats. This effectively lets you skip the horse stat
grind in the main game. Normally I would oppose cheat DLC but horse grind in SW4-2 is incredibly pointless and tedious. So
this is not really a bad pack if you want to pay for it. I believe you can unlock a better horse than any of these in the game
through challenge mode though.. need a better horse? then this DLC is for you!
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